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Introduction

This guide is intended for those who would like to browse through books in economics we have in the stacks of the Axinn Library.

The codes next to each subject heading below indicate the range of call numbers for that heading. For example, HB1-HB849.44 for Economic Theory indicates that books identified as relating primarily to this subject area have call numbers HB1 through HB849.44.

Works focusing on economic issues are found primarily on the fourth and fifth floor of the Axinn Library stacks, although many reference works on economic subjects are found in the Reference Room on the main floor. The range of call numbers contained in each set of shelves is posted on the sides of each shelf. This guide will help you identify the call numbers of the kind of books you are looking for.

While the headings in this guide will direct you to the areas in which you can find most of the books on the listed subjects, relevant material on a particular subject may still be found in other areas. It is always best to check the catalog or to ask a reference librarian if you are doing research and need books on a particular topic.
Statistical Data: HA154-HA4737, HB849.47-HB2788 (Reference room and 4th floor)

Including works on

- economic performance by region and country
- general demographic data by region and country

Economic Theory: HB1-HB849.44 (4th floor)

Including works on

- general economic theory
- economic methodology
- income, prices and labor from a theoretical perspective

Economic History and Conditions: HC10-HC1085 (4th floor)

Including works on

- the economic history of specific countries and regions
- the economic geography of specific countries and regions

Management and Industrial Management: HD28-HD70 (4th floor)

Including works on

- managerial economics
- decision making and planning
Economic Development: HD72-HD88 (4th floor)

Including works on

- economic theories of development
- The environment and economic development

Land Use: HD101-HD2220.7 (4th floor)

Including works on

- agricultural economics
- land reform
- land investment (real estate)

Industry: HD2321-HD4815 (4th floor)

Including works on

- small businesses
- corporations
- factories

Labor, Work, the Working Class: HD4821-HD8943 (4th floor)

Including works on

- Wages, social security, and pensions
- trade unions, labor unions, and industrial relations
Special Industries and Trades: HD9000-HD9999 (4th floor)

Including works on

- food and farming
- energy
- the pharmaceutical industry

Transportation and Communications: HE1-HE9990 (4th floor)

Including works on

- urban transportation
- airlines, shipping, cars, and other modes of transportation

Commerce: HF1-HF6182 (5th floor)

Including works on

- economic geography
- wholesale and retail trade
- industrial psychology and personnel management
- advertising

Finance (not including Public Finance): HG1-HG9999 (5th floor)

Including works on

- banking
- insurance
- credit, debt, loans
Public Finance: HJ1-HJ9940 (5th floor)

Including works on

- taxation
- public debt
- government spending

Need help?

Ask at the Reference Desk

Call: 516-463-5962

Email: libref@hofstra.edu